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Abstract
The first detected binary neutron star merger GW170817 allowed for the simultaneous
detection of gravitational and electromagnetic waves which started the era of multimessenger astrophysics. The existence of an electromagnetic counterpart to a compact
object merger allowed for a significantly deeper analysis of the merger event and much
tighter resultant constraints on existing physical models of neutron stars, nuclear physics,
and the Universe itself.
Multi-messenger analysis requires sophisticated source modeling. For the foreseeable future, demanding computational resource costs will result in a sparse availability
of state-of-the-art neutron star merger light curve simulations. Astrophysical inference
can proceed using an alternate approach of creating computationally cheaper surrogate
models based on the aforementioned state-of-the-art simulations.
The work presented here focuses on the creation and interpolation of a library
of light curve simulations suitable for the generation of surrogate models capable of
conveying useful astrophysical information. It addresses the necessity of switching from
grid-based simulation placement to an error-maximization approach which identifies the
least understood regions of parameter space. Interpolation is introduced as the connecting factor between the long-term goal of surrogate model creation and the new
simulation placement mechanism. Finally, a discussion about the iterative process of
simulation placement using interpolation outputs describes how each new simulation
brings the library one step closer to serving as a surrogate model training set.
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Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest known objects in the Universe, capable of holding twice
the mass of the Sun in a region only tens of kilometers in diameter. They are created
from Type II supernovae if the stellar core has enough degeneracy pressure to counter
gravitational collapse. The conditions required for the densities found in neutron stars
are irreplicable on Earth, making them an interesting subject matter for the study of
physics in extreme environments. Although some neutron stars can be detected via
their strong polar electromagnetic emission [1], systems in which two neutron stars are
gravitationally interacting to form a neutron star binary convey important information
which is not accessible by observing a single neutron star [2; 3; 4].
For nearly half a century, neutron star binaries have been known to exist in nature, stemming from the first detection of a binary pulsar system [5]. The existence
of such binaries immediately invited the discussion of the unique physics which would
occur in the extreme environments produced by the collision of these systems. Two
gravitationally interacting objects not under the influence of an external force are expected to eventually collide as they lose energy through gravitational radiation. It is
precisely this principle which has allowed the LIGO experiment to detect its first and
many subsequent black hole mergers [6; 7]. Neutron stars are dense enough to emit
detectable gravitational radiation, but not as dense as black holes such that no light
can escape their gravitational pull. This crucial distinction allows for the possibility of
electromagnetic radiation in addition to gravitational radiation during a neutron star
merger [8]. With the famed detection of gravitational and electromagnetic signatures
across the spectrum from the GW170817 binary neutron star merger, decades of theory had been confirmed and heralded the first ever “laboratory experiment” involving
neutron star binaries [9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14].
The combination of gravitational and electromagnetic wave detections allows for
much more informative conclusions about the underlying physics of neutron stars and
the Universe. The emission of electromagnetic signatures from the merger allows for precise localization of the merger event to a nearby galaxy. Comparison of the host galaxy’s
redshift to the true distance to the source recovered from the gravitational wave data
allow for a direct measurement of the Hubble constant independent of the cosmological
distance ladder or cosmic microwave background methods [15]. In addition, observed
electromagnetic emission exhibits different patterns based on the elemental composition
of the ejected material. This allows for better understanding of the production of elements heavier than iron through the rapid neutron-capture process [16; 17]. A similar
approach is applied to constraining feasible candidates for the nuclear equation of state
[18; 19].
In order for the aforementioned constraints to be made, there must exist a comparison of observations to an accurate and representative theoretical model of the electromagnetic emission. The identification of such a model requires information regarding
the pre-merger binary system and the post-merger remnant and environment. This information is carried in the observed electromagnetic and gravitational radiation. However,
2
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a given pattern of emission is not exclusive to the combination of parameters which
generated it using a specific model. As such, the inferred parameters for a given merger
event can at best be represented by a distribution of possible values which peaks at
the most likely estimate. The range of the distribution of possible values depends on
the uncertainty at some level of confidence. The accuracy of this parameter inference
process is essential as it is responsible for tighter constraints on the physics of neutron
stars, nuclear matter, and the Universe.
Representative theoretical models are hard to solve analytically and require the
incorporation of numerical simulations. Due to the complexity of theoretical models involving binary neutron star mergers, their electromagnetic emission, and the underlying
microphysics calculations which require vast computational resources, state-of-the-art
simulations are expensive and available in sparse quantities. This makes the task of
parameter inference more difficult, as there are fewer models to which observations
can be compared. In order to achieve the maximum level of accuracy and constraint
from the theoretical models, there is a clear need for an alternate approach to producing simulation-quality outputs at a fraction of the computational cost. One possibility
would be to use all existing simulations as a training set and interpolate between them
in order to create cheaper surrogate models. However, successful and accurate interpolation requires a large enough training set to allow for generalization across the parameter
space.
The purpose of this thesis is to address the disparity between the sparsity of
available binary neutron star merger light curve simulations and the large training set
requirement of accurate interpolation outputs. The first section will discuss the physics
background surrounding the post-merger environment and kilonovae. The second section
will explain the details of the simulations used and the initial grid of simulations on
which the surrogate model interpolators were trained. The third section will cover the
intricacies of the interpolators used and distinguish their differences. The fourth section
will detail the implementation of the work so far. The fifth and final section will discuss
planned future work, specifically upgrades to existing tools and methods.

2

Kilonovae

Neutron stars mergers are predicted to expel significant amounts of ejecta in all directions
through highly energetic processes born from the relativistic and compact nature of the
stars [20; 21]. As matter is ejected, it forms a dense and highly energetic environment
which serves as the site of the rapid neutron-capture process, or r -process, in which
atomic nuclei gather neutrons at a rate faster than the timescale of radioactive decay.
As a result, the ejecta becomes very neutron rich, and the electron fraction, the ratio of
proton to the sum of proton and neutron number densities,
Ye ≡

np
,
np + nn

3
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quickly drops in value. If released on timescales comparable to the merger timescale, this
neutron-rich ejecta can be categorized as dynamical ejecta. Dynamical ejecta is released
via two main channels: the first occurs at the contact interface between the two stars
where material is squeezed out and spreads isotropically as the remnant pulsates while
the second results from tidal forces spreading ejecta in the orbital plane and creating a
spiral arm structure [22]. The planar ejecta forms an accretion disk around the remnant
which releases neutron-rich wind ejecta, the counterpart to dynamical ejecta, as it cools.
The amount of ejecta, and thus electromagnetic radiation, released depends
largely on the behavior of the post-merger remnant and its lifetime. Depending on
its mass and rotational velocity, the remnant will take one of four forms as explained
in [21]. To summarize, if the remnant is substantially heavy and without the necessary
rotational velocity to combat gravitational collapse, it will immediately collapse into a
black hole with little to no electromagnetic emission. If there is substantial rotational
velocity to prevent collapse for O(10 − 100) ms, a hypermassive neutron star remnant
is formed. Similarly, if the aforementioned remnant survives for considerably longer
than O(100) ms prior to collapse, it forms a supramassive neutron star remnant. Finally, if the remnant is not so massive that its internal pressure cannot support itself
against the effects of strong-field gravity (for non-rotating neutron stars what is known
as the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit, [23]), it can survive as a regular neutron star
without ever collapsing into a black hole as the other remnants do.
Over time, the ejecta expand away from the merger remnant at a fraction of the
speed of light and become less optically thick. As the remnant cools through neutrino
release, the disk is heated by the bombardment of the emitted neutrinos. The disk
in turn cools by re-emitting neutrinos as wind ejecta and heating the surrounding farflung ejecta, composed of neutron-rich radioactive elements, but also deposits energy
back onto the remnant through accretion [24; 25]. The surrounding neutron-rich ejecta
then cools through radioactive decay and creates the kilonova which releases the distinct
electromagnetic emission indicative of neutron star mergers. It is this feedback between
the merger remnant and the accretion disk that causes the lifetime of the merger remnant
to directly influence the kilonova emission.

2.1

Introductory Toy Model

The model for the ejecta outflows in the post-merger environment follows the assumptions of [26] and [27] and subsequent publications [21; 28]. The physical assumptions are
i) a homologous, spherically symmetric expansion of the ejecta, ii) a radiation pressure
dominated environment, and iii) a central engine providing some form of input energy. A
simple order-of-magnitude calculation for the peak brightness time is initially presented,
following the approach from Section 3 of [21], with a detailed follow-up discussion of the
physical processes at hand.
The recipe in Section 3 of [21] establishes a simple physical setup for the ejecta
outflows and the following derivation follows that approach exactly. First, merger ejecta
of mass M is assumed to expand spherically outward at constant average velocity v, such
4
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that after time t, it has reached a mean distance of R = vt. The spherical symmetry
argument follows from the fact that by the time the optical depth of the ejecta is thin
enough such that radiation can escape, the overall shape of the ejecta will have smoothed
out any initial asymmetries. At this time, the optical depth τ can be approximated by
τ ' ρκR =

3M κ
4πR2

(2)

M
where ρ is the mean density ρ = 4 πR
3 and κ is the opacity, as in Equation (5) of
3
[21]. Translating these quantities to a physical scaling relation, the optical depth can be
written as




−2
M
κ
v −2
t
τ ' 70
(3)
10−2 M
1 cm2 g−1
0.1c
1 day

from which it is apparent that for the majority of post-merger scenarios, the optical
depth will initially be very thick. To determine the approximate diffusion timescale, the
ejecta is assumed to traverse the mean distance R at the speed of light c such that
tdiff '

3M κ
3M κ
R
τ=
=
c
4πcR
4πcvt

(4)

with τ naturally present as a scaling factor which prolongs the diffusion timescale for
thicker optical depths. Once the diffusion timescale is comparable to the expansion
timescale, i.e. once tdiff = t, then radiation can begin escaping out from the ejecta.
With this, Equation 4 can be re-written as
t2 =

3M κ
4πcv

(5)

for convenience. Realizing that the intensity of the radiation will be brightest when it
finally escapes the ejecta (dimmer prior because it could not escape and dimmer after
escape because energy leaves the system), Equation 5 can be re-written to represent the
light curve peak time as

1
3M κ 2
tpeak ≡
,
(6)
4πβvc
where β is a constant dependent on the ejecta density profile for a given scenario.
These equations, obtained from Equations 5–7 in [21], offer convenient characteristic values for the optical depth and peak time dependent on ejecta parameters. It
is important to remember that, up to this point, this is a toy model largely based on
simple assumptions with little consideration for the underlying physical processes.
Equation 6 can be re-written as a scaling relation of the form

tpeak [21] ≈ 1.6 d

M
−2
10 M

 12 

 12
v − 12
κ
,
0.1c
1 cm2 g−1

5
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which allows comparison to a similar model presented in [29] suggesting that

tpeak [29] ≈ 4.9 d

M
−2
10 M

 12 

 12
v − 12
κ
.
0.1c
10 cm2 g−1

(8)

The scaling relation from [30], which describes single-dimensional variants of the models discussed in this work, varies slightly from the previous two with the peak time
approximated by

0.35
0.318 

M
v −0.60
κ
tpeak [30] ≈ 1.0 d
,
(9)
10−2 M
0.1c
10 cm2 g−1
though it yields a much earlier peak time prediction due to its inclusion of the thermal
contribution to the light curve at early times. Section 3.1 of [30] describes the nuances
of the presented scaling relation. It is important to note that Equation 9 pertains to the
semi-analytic 1-dimensional models; the complexities involved with the two-component
models with non-spherical morphology discussed in this work do not allow for as simple a representation of the peak time as shown in Equations 7 – 9. Table 2 of [31]
shows representative peak times for two-component models with a variety of sampled
morphologies.

2.2

More Realistic Model Description

A more advanced approach to the physics governing the post-merger system, still considering the assumptions from the previous section, starts with the first law of thermodynamics,
dU = ∂Q − P ∂V ≡ dU + P ∂V = ∂Q,
(10)
where U is the internal energy of the system, P is the pressure, V is the volume, and
Q is the heat added to the system. The heat added to the volume comes from the
third assumption of the toy model which states that there is a central engine providing
energy to the system as well as other sources such as radioactive decay heating [32]. The
system, however, is simultaneously losing energy via emitted photons generated by way
of radioactive decay. Thus, Equation 10 can be re-written as
Ė + P V̇ = in −

∂L
,
∂m

(11)

with Ė representing the internal energy change, in representing the input energy from
∂L
the central engine, and ∂m
representing the radiation emitted by radioactive isotope
decay.
To better understand the behavior of this radiation driven energy loss, the diffusion equation describing the flow of photons under the effect of radiation pressure is

6
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considered, with Equation (9.31) from [33] giving
κρ
1
dPrad
= − Frad = − Frad
dr
c
λc

(12)

where Prad is the radiation pressure, κ is the average opacity, ρ is the density, and c is
1
the speed of light. For convenience, λ = κρ
is used in the second equation, where λ is
the mean free path for some photon traveling through a medium with average opacity
κ and density ρ.
For a radiation dominated medium, the energy energy density is u = aT 4 and
conversely the pressure is
aT 4
u
(13)
Prad = =
3
3
which, when substituted into Equation 12, with a re-definition of radiative flux in terms
of luminosity and some light re-arranging, yields
∂ (T 4 )
L
=
−λca
4πr2
∂r

(14)

which precisely matches Equation (2) of [27] and Equation (2) of [28]. Equation 14 is
particularly important as it, in conjunction with Equation 11 allows for the solution of
the partial differential equations which yield general analytical light curve models. While
the exploration of the solutions for these differential equations is beyond the scope of
this work, [27] and [28] go into extensive detail regarding the nature of the solutions.
Further discussion on radioactive decay heating rates is explored in [34].

2.3

Observing Kilonovae

Figure 1 shows a cartoon depiction of the post-merger components which are most
relevant to the discussion in this thesis. Note that this is a purposely over-simplified
schematic and is not meant to represent all aspects of the post-merger environment
(Figure 1 of [35] is more comprehensive). Each component of the ejecta, dynamical in
purple and wind in green, has its own mass and velocity parameters.
An example of simulated kilonova electromagnetic emission is shown in Figures
2 and 3. These figures serve to establish the general profile and behavior of these light
curves in each bandwidth of interest. The first figure shows the log bolometric luminosity,
obtained when electromagnetic emission is integrated over all relevant wavelengths, as a
function of time. The second figure shows the log luminosity in each of the wavelength
bands, noted by the different letters representing filter colors, as a function of time.
Table 1 indicates the bandwidths and mean wavelengths for each filter.

7
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Figure 1: Cartoon image showing the post-merger environment with the two ejecta
components and their respective parameters identified. The dynamical ejecta in purple
is composed of an accretion disk formed by the removal of neutron star matter by tidal
forces as well as any material squeezed out from the progenitor interface during the
merger event. The wind ejecta in green accounts for all other sources of ejecta which are
primarily driven by neutrino outflows from the remnant (prior to collapse) and accretion
disk.
Filter λmean (nm)
g
r
i
z
y
J
H
K
S

478.1
621.2
754.2
871.2
1003.6
1251.9
1637.9
2175.5
4393.6

Width (nm)
87.5
80
77
67
94
198.1
276.1
223.5
823.1

Table 1: Mean wavelengths and bandwidths for the nine broadband filters in which light
curves are produced. Bands ‘g’ through ‘y’ are based on LSST filters [36], ‘J’ through
‘K’ are based on 2MASS filters [37], and ‘S’ is based on the Spitzer 4.5µm wavelength
[38].

8
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Figure 2: Example simulation of the bolometric (integrated across all wavelengths)
luminosity as a function of time with dynamical mass = 0.01 M , dynamical velocity =
0.3c, wind mass = 0.01 M and wind velocity = 0.3c. The emission rises rapidly within
the first day as a result of intense energy dissipation into the surrounding material and
peaks around 1–2 days post-merger. The long, slowly-decaying tail starting at 2 days is
composed primarily of redder wavelength emission (∼ 650 nm and longer) which radiates
away on a longer timescale than emission at shorter, bluer wavelengths.

3

Simulated Light Curve Models

When combined, the physics recipes mentioned in the previous section allow for the
creation of light curve models of varying complexity. While different approaches will
consider their own respective assumptions, the general scenario is that of [27] in which
homologous expansion of merger ejecta occurs in a radiation pressure dominated environment. Typically, the different ejecta are split up into components as in Figure 1
due to differences in formation mechanisms as well as evolutionary timescales. Each
of these components has separate parameters which describe them, namely the ejecta
mass, velocity, nuclear composition, and large-scale morphology, or shape. Numerous
groups have developed physical models using these ejecta parameters to create simulation outputs of kilonova light curves [30; 39; 19; 11]. One such physical model presented
in [30], created by a group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), generated
the outputs in Figures 2 and 3. The LANL approach utilizes radiative transfer instead of
hydrodynamics with the notable distinction that the opacities are specifically calculated
9
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Figure 3: Example simulation outputs of the light curves as they would be observed in
the respective broadband filters whose mean wavelengths and bandwidths are described
in Table 1. The bands go from blue visible light (480 nm ‘g’ filter) to the mid-infrared (4.5
µm Spitzer channel 2 ‘S’ filter). Note the different peaking behavior of the curves with
bluer wavelengths peaking within days of post-merger and redder light curves peaking
several days later.
rather than assumed to be a convenient constant value [40; 41].

3.1

Simulation Model Description

The simulations discussed throughout were generated using the SuperNu time-dependent
radiation transfer code [42]. Extensive discussion regarding the physics and code methodology can be found in Section 2 of [30], but for the purposes of this thesis, a simplified
summary of Section 2.1.1 of the same paper will suffice. The model is based around a
symmetrically shaped ideal fluid expanding in vacuum described by the Euler equations
of ideal hydrodynamics. The assumption of a radiation-dominated polytropic equation
of state, along with other mathematical simplifications, allows for an analytic representation of the ejected mass and average velocity as a function of initial central density,
initial time, and the velocity of the expansion front (Equations 11 and 12 in [30]). These
equations yield two parameters which depend closely on the post-merger environment
and predict long timescale evolution based on a simple model. When combined with
Monte Carlo-based radiative transfer and a specific elemental composition, the code
10
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outputs light curves such as the ones in Figures 2 and 3.
Due to the difference in formation mechanisms of dynamical and wind ejecta [21],
a multi-component approach is necessary for accurate modeling. Each type of ejecta,
dynamical and wind, is modeled by a separate component with a specified morphology,
elemental composition, ejecta mass and ejecta velocity. The radiation emitted by each
component is averaged with weighting in spatial cells occupied by both components,
but otherwise the two are considered separately. The end light curve product is a
representation of the radiation contained in each angular bin at every time step for
either some wavelength or, in the bolometric case, the integration over all wavelengths.
Each output contains luminosity and magnitude data in the ‘grizyJHKS’ bands
at a couple hundred time steps spanning from hours to weeks post-merger. The luminosity data includes an additional bolometric “band” component which integrates the
emission over all available wavelength bands. The output also contains spectra which
are composed of 1024 wavelength bins per time step. The time steps are unevenly sampled, notably being more dense in the earlier part of the light curve to better capture
the detailed physics occurring shortly after the merger event. For each time step, 54
viewing angles, spaced equally in solid angle (and thus also in cos θ), are considered,
with an independent light curve representing each viewing angle.
The degeneracy of different parameter combinations yielding very similar light
curve outputs makes for difficult prediction of choosing representative parameter combinations for an initial collection of light curves. The benefit of sampling over a grid is that
it allows for a controlled approach which may highlight patterns or features based on
equally-spaced (ejecta mass), extreme (ejecta velocity), or functionally different (morphology and elemental composition) parameter choices. This approach was taken by the
LANL group in creating their first group of kilonova light curves on a grid.

3.2

Simulations

As shown in Figure 3, the different wavelength filters show peak emission at different
timescales. From the broadband filter curves, it is apparent that the dissipation of
energy is much quicker for the higher energy, shorter wavelength photons than their
redder, longer wavelength counterparts. Some form of this behavior will manifest in
every set of light curves produced, but an added assumption is that the overall shapes
and profiles of the light curves will differ based on the ejecta properties.
With this assumption in mind, the goal is to determine some deterministic relationship between the properties of the post-merger ejecta and the observed light curves.
Previous work has shown that dynamical and wind ejecta properties, namely mass and
velocity, have a direct impact on the kilonova light curve profiles [13; 43; 44].
A grid of simulations was generated over different combinations of physical parameters in a two-component ejecta model. These parameters are the wind ejecta morphology, wind elemental composition, dynamical ejecta mass and velocity, and wind ejecta
mass and velocity. The wind ejecta morphology was either spherical or peanut-shaped,
while the wind ejecta composition had two possible models with a higher Ye = 0.37 and
11
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lower Ye = 0.27 electron fraction, respectively; the dynamical ejecta composition and
morphology were permanently fixed to be Ye = 0.04 and torus-shaped, respectively. The
masses were log-spaced equally between 10−3 M and 10−1 M and the velocities were
representative of low or high ejecta speeds at 0.05c and 0.3c, respectively. Table 2 shows
all the parameter combinations considered in the creation of the grid.
At this point, it is necessary to note an extremely important detail regarding the
consideration of the initial grid for the remainder of this thesis. While the full grid
consisted of 144 simulations acquired through every combination of the parameters in
Table 2, only a subset of this whole grid was actually used in the work presented here.
The wind ejecta morphology and elemental composition were fixed to the
peanut-shaped and lower Ye = 0.27 composition, respectively; this simplified the
problem to one of only regression across the ejecta mass and velocity parameters whilst
removing the complications of classification involving morphologies and compositions.
Thus, from this point onward, all comments made are regarding this specified subset
containing only 36 simulations generated using the bolded parameters in Table 2. For
simplicity, this subset will be referred to as the “initial grid” from this point forward.
Any non-specific reference to “the grid” can be understood as referring to the full grid
of 144 simulations.

3.3

Simulation Results

Figure 4 shows the bolometric light curves for the mass and velocity parameter combinations of the initial grid. The curves separate into groups evident several days post-merger
which seem to separate into high-, middle-, and low-luminosity categories. These categories are roughly represented by late-time (past 7 days) luminosities of log(Lbol ) > 39,
38 < log(Lbol ) ≤ 39, and log(Lbol ) ≥ 38, respectively. Zooming in only up to the first
day post-merger in Figure 5 indicates the presence of a different set of groupings at
early times as well. These groupings point to patterns which emerge based on the input
parameters – their presence in these curves stems from the equal log-mass spacing and
binary velocity selection. A more in-depth discussion on light curve features emerging
from grid-based parameter choices continues in Appendix A.
This initial recognition of grouping patterns emerging as a result of input parameters was indicative of the necessity of a different approach to future parameter choices.
Two things became apparent, the first being that a more varied set of light curves would
be achieved if the discrete grid-like parameter selection was replaced with random sampling of parameter combinations within a range of physically realistic values. The second
was that, due to their grouped nature, grid-based simulations were not maximizing the
amount of information obtained about the parameter space with each new simulation.
Ideally, a new approach for simulation placement would consider both these issues and
choose parameters which are continuous and explore as much of the parameter space as
possible.
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Parameter

Grid Values

Dynamical Composition
Dynamical Morphology
Wind Morphology
Wind Composition
Dynamical Mass
Dynamical Velocity
Wind Mass
Wind Velocity

Ye = 0.04
Torus
Spherical, Peanut
Ye = 0.37, Ye = 0.27
0.001, 0.01, 0.1 [M ]
0.05, 0.3 [c]
0.001, 0.01, 0.1 [M ]
0.05, 0.3 [c]

Table 2: Parameters used in the creation of the first kilonova light curve simulation grid.
The product of all the parameter combinations yields a full grid of 144 simulations. The
initial grid discussed in the text refers to the subset of 36 simulations which have a fixed
peanut wind morphology and the lower Ye = 0.27 wind composition. The parameters
considered in the creation of the initial grid and the simulations discussed in this work
are bolded for clarity.

Figure 4: Light curves of the initial grid prior to addition of placed simulations. The
most prominent groupings in early-time are due to the wind ejecta parameters, whereas
the dynamical ejecta parameters dictate the late-time behavior (see Appendix A).

4

Interpolation

Interpolation was chosen as the method which would address the short-term problem of
requiring smart placement of new simulations as well as the long-term goal of providing
13
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Figure 5: Zoom-in of Figure 4 light curves only up to 1 day post-merger with overlapping
curves signifying groupings due to similar grid-based parameter selection.
novel astrophysical results via estimation of light curves between existing simulations to
some degree of reasonable accuracy. Interpolation could help with simulation placement
by training on the current state of the simulation library and evaluating which parameter
combinations are unable to be interpolated to the desired level of uncertainty. Eventually, with a large enough training library, it would allow for the creation of simulation-like
outputs using a fraction of the computational power with the trade-off of having uncertainty determination unlike the simulation outputs. In order to minimize the degree to
which this surrogate model error affected the results, there first needed to exist a metric
which could quantify this error. A suite of interpolators would then be used to minimize
this error metric using four different algorithms: the Gaussian process, random forest,
bagging regressor, and neural network. The purpose of using different algorithms is to
ensure that the interpolations are general (rather than working by chance for a specific
algorithm) and to ensure fidelity, both of interpolation consistency between interpolators and for future studies when the data volume will presumably be large. Finally, the
application of the suite of interpolators via an iterative process, discussed in Section 5,
will enable the generation of a suitable training library for astrophysical surrogate model
creation.
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Performance Metric

First, it was necessary to establish a metric which would gauge how well any given
interpolator could evaluate a certain set of inputs given some training period. Obviously,
the interpolators are expected to learn from the training set; this means that if supplied
with a collection of parameters matching those in the training set, it should produce an
incredibly similar output to the training data. Since the interpolators do not know the
true function mapping the inputs to the outputs, there will be some degree of error in
each evaluation. A simple representation of this error is the mean squared error
n

1X
(yj − log(Lbol )j )2 ,
error =
n j=1

(15)

with n number of samples, yj representing the interpolator’s approximation given some
inputs, and log(Lbol )j being the simulation output for the same inputs. It is obvious from
Equation 15 that as the interpolator’s approximation approaches the true simulation
output value, the error slowly decreases to zero. It is worth noting that, for simplicity,
the simulation outputs were assumed to have no error throughout this work.
Each interpolator uses a different approach to minimizing the error between the
training data and the interpolator outputs. Of the four interpolators discussed below,
only the random forest and bagging regressor use the mean squared error from Equation
15 for optimization during training. The Gaussian process uses an L-BGFS-B optimizer
[45] to constrain the distribution of possible functions and minimizes the standard deviation of this distribution which it also reports as an uncertainty on the output with
each evaluation. The neural network minimizes the reduced chi-squared goodness-of-fit
test statistic with an adjustment that favors more precise fits near the peak of the light
curve while also reporting an error on each evaluation (see Section 4.2.4 below).
While the above discussion highlights how each individual interpolator minimizes
the error between the training data and the interpolator’s predictions, the more relevant
information lies in how these errors affect the placement of new simulations. The connection between these two concepts was made by realizing that the training library was
insufficiently populated in regions where the interpolators could not make accurate, or
any, predictions and thus yielded large prediction errors. As such, the metric used to
gauge the training library’s coverage of the parameter space was the maximization of
the interpolator prediction error (which was, ironically, the exact opposite of what the
interpolators attempt to accomplish during training). By choosing parameters which
corresponded to the largest interpolator prediction errors, new simulations were placed
in regions of phase space where the interpolators performed least reliably. This placement scheme achieved the previously set goals of populating sparsely-sampled regions
of parameter space while simultaneously maximizing the information provided by each
placed simulation.
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Suite of Interpolators

A suite of interpolators was considered for investigation of the initial grid’s capabilities
as a training set. While most of the interpolation tools considered in this work were
accessed from the scikit-learn library of machine learning algorithms for Python [46], the
neural network was constructed separately without the use of a pre-built model using
the PyTorch framework [47]. The nature of the Gaussian process (GP), discussed below,
made it a logical candidate for the interpolator which reported the error of any prediction.
The other two scikit-learn interpolators, the random forest (RF) and bagging regressor
(BR), were implemented as a consistency check to ensure that the GP interpolation
was not erroneous due to interpolator-specific sensitivities. The neural network was not
used for the results presented in this work, however it will be the main interpolation
and placement mechanism in future work; as such, it is discussed for fidelity and ease of
discussion in Section 7.
To establish notation, all of the interpolators mentioned below function as a map
from a d-dimensional input vector of physical parameters p ∈ Rd to a vector of log
bolometric luminosity values log(Lbol ) ∈ R. The training targets log(Lbol )true are first
pre-processed to have zero mean and unit variance such that
log(Lbol )train =

¯ bol )
log(Lbol )true − log(L
true
.
σlog(Lbol )true

(16)

The structure of the inputs and outputs varies depending on what training parameters
are being used, but generally the inputs are a two-dimensional array of shape (N ×d) and
the outputs are an array of shape (N × t), where d are the physical training parameters
and t is the number of time steps.
Simply put, the interpolators were provided dynamical mass, dynamical velocity,
wind mass, and wind velocity values as training inputs p. The outputs were full log
bolometric luminosity light curves evaluated at the fixed time points provided by the
simulations except for cases where time was used as a training variable (see Section
4.2.4). Each combination of input parameters p mapped to exactly one log bolometric
luminosity light curve log(Lbol ) to ensure no degenerate behavior. The error provided
by the Gaussian process was a single scalar value representative of the accuracy of the
entire light curve. The approach of using fixed time points is not optimal as different
regions of the light curve may be better fit than others, but it is considerably more
efficient than any other alternative considered in this work.
4.2.1

Gaussian Process

The following is a simplified summary of the information presented in Chapter 1 of
[48] which is pertinent to this work. A Gaussian process (GP) is a distribution of all
possible functions which may fit to the training data. Assuming no prior knowledge
about the data, as in the left side of Figure 6, the prior distribution of functions which
may represent the data is uniform and infinite. It is safe to assume, then, that the
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Figure 6: Figure 1.1 from [48], with original caption, describing prior (before training)
and posterior (after training) distributions of functions which fit to the training data.
distribution of representative functions has a mean of 0 and a uniform value for twice
the standard deviation for any given input. With the introduction of training data, as
in the right side of Figure 6, the distribution of functions is naturally constrained and
limited to those functions which must include the training data values at the respective
inputs. The behavior of the functions in the regions where no data is present is left
unconstrained and, as shown by the shaded lines, could take on any form so long as it
does not violate the constraints set by the training data. The output of the GP is the
mean function of all possible functions, represented by the solid line.
The innate assumption that there exists structure between certain inputs and
outputs is essential for GPs, or any interpolators for that matter, to successfully make
predictive models. There is an underlying expectation that very small changes in the
input parameters will result in very small changes in the outputs. For GPs, this expectation manifests in the form of the covariance function, or kernel, which dictates
the relationship between inputs by defining a distance metric. As the distance between
two inputs increases, their covariance decreases, and the likelihood of the output changing in a less predictable manner increases. This is evident in the right plot of Figure 6
where the uncertainty of the mean function increases with the distance from the training
points.
Given the infinite possibilities for functions which may fit to the training data,
the GP attempts to minimize the uncertainty by finding the optimal hyperparameters
in a given kernel. For the GP used in this work, the kernel was composed of a white
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noise kernel added to a squared-exponential kernel which itself was scaled by a constant
kernel. This manifested as
k(xi , xj ) = noise level

xi =xj

+ C × exp(−

d(xi , xj )2
),
2l2

(17)

where k(xi , xj ) is the kernel evaluated for two inputs xi and xj , noise level is the value
for the white noise when xi = xj and 0 otherwise, C is the value for the constant kernel,
d(xi , xj ) is the Euclidean distance between the two inputs, and l is the length scale of
the kernel. The learnable hyperparameters were the white noise value, scaling constant
value, and length scale of the squared-exponential kernel. Even with an optimized kernel,
however, the GP will always yield some uncertainty so long as there are data gaps in
the training space. As mentioned above, this uncertainty will vary depending on the
distance of the training data to the inputs.
To summarize, the output of the GP is the mean of all possible functions which
represent the training data. The uncertainty is input-based, with inputs “closer” to
those in the training data returning lower output uncertainties than those which are
“farther.” The function accepts the ejecta parameters as multi-dimensional inputs and
maps to a light curve output evaluated at fixed time points. Thus, each light curve is
represented by a single value depicting its uncertainty. The application of this in the
simulation placement scheme is discussed in Section 5.
4.2.2

Random Forest

Random forests are a subset of ensemble learning which utilize many independent decision trees to create an average group decision. Each individual tree effectively uses
sequential if-else statements which separate the features of the data into categories until
no further simplifications can be made. The if-else statements differ from tree to tree,
resulting in potentially different outputs for each tree. After each tree has produced an
output, the forest “votes” on the most common output which is taken as the interpolator
output. This technique allows for the individual trees to make a decision without biased
input from other trees’ outputs while simultaneously averaging the outputs to exclude
minority decisions [49].
Figure 7 shows a straight-forward example of some possible decisions made by
trees classifying images of a cat, turtle, and bird. Both trees are supplied with the
same training set, but they may not necessarily use the same decisions to separate the
data into individual classes. During the classification process, the trees came up with
individual classifications without any kind of cross-talk between one another. As an
additional possibility, consider a third tree which may have used decisions leading to
incorrect classification, such as “does it have a tail?” leading to a categorization of “yes”
for the cat and bird, whose tails are visible in the training images, and “no” for the
turtle, which does not have a visible tail in the training image. When presented with
a test image of a turtle with a tail, the third tree may then miscategorize that image
as a cat or bird. The benefit of the random forest is that all the trees’ outputs are
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Figure 7: Two sample decision trees in the random forest for the classification of a cat,
turtle, and bird. Each tree makes two decisions which allow it to separate the dataset
into different categories. While the decision statements are different between the trees,
given an input of a picture of a bird, both trees would be able to use their respective
decisions to declare that any future input of a bird is properly classified.
averaged and only the most common is returned, so the net output would favor the
correct classification by the two trees in Figure 7.
A similar decision process occurs when using random forests for regression applications. Instead of posing decision questions which are based on features, the trees
attempt to sort the data by observing the training target values given the training input
values. One simple example might be the relationship between the volume of water in a
pot and the time required for it to boil. Given a spread of values for both variables, the
trees may start off by halving the dataset in the first decision. Then, with each subsequent decision, the subsets would be further halved, until either the maximum number
of branches has been reached or there is only one data point per branch, whichever is
more constraining.
For this work, the standard scikit-learn decision tree class was used. The random
forests also used bootstrapping, described in 4.2.3 below, but are fundamentally different
from the bagging regressor in that they only select a number of features in the subset of
data to analyze prior to making an estimate whereas the bagging regressor considers all
the features. No error output was recorded for the random forest as it, along with the
bagging regressor, served as a validation check for the Gaussian process prediction.
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Bagging Regressor

Bagging regressors work in a similar fashion to random forests in that they are an
ensemble learning tool which votes on the average output of many individual outputs.
The term ”bagging” is actually a portmanteau of “bootstrap” and “aggregating” [50].
Bootstrapping refers to the re-sampling of training data with replacement in order to
create smaller subsets which still share the parent set’s distribution. Aggregating in
this sense represents the majority vote taken across the outputs of all the re-sampled
subsets, similar to voting across all the outputs generated by trees in a random forest (or
averaging in the case of regression). Bagging describes the manner in which training data
is handled, but there is no requirement for which estimator is used to generate outputs of
individual subsets. Since the scikit-learn bagging regressor class uses a decision tree by
default, the same methodology as in Figure 7 holds, modulo the dataset being different
for any given decision tree due to bagging. Again, it is important to reiterate that
random forests only select a number of features in the subset of data to analyze prior
to making an estimate whereas the bagging regressor considers all the features. In this
work, both interpolators implemented bootstrapping which re-samples the data with
replacement to create smaller subsets of the training set while maintaining the parent
set’s distribution. The bagging regressor, like the random forest, did not report an error
on the interpolation as its purpose was to verify the fidelity of the Gaussian process
interpolation prediction.
4.2.4

Neural Network

Two key differences set apart the previously discussed interpolators and the neural network, the latter of which will be discussed after introducing the neural network. The
first is that the volume of data in the training set was not large enough to properly
benefit from neural network (NN) interpolation. To alleviate this, time was added as
a fifth training parameter (in addition to the ejecta masses and velocities) in the NN
case. By adding ∼ 200 data points per event to the initial training set of 36 events, the
network could train on roughly 7000 points and create a much more valid prediction.
This distinction serves to introduce context for the different approaches in Figure 10.
Section 7.2 discusses the approach of including additional training parameters in more
detail.
Feedforward neural networks, as the name implies, are collections of neurons in
sequential layers which identify features in the data in order to create a predictive model.
The neurons act as learnable weights which scale the data and subsequently feed it to
an activation function. The role of the activation function is to normalize the output
between layers to ensure stability and reduce the risk of vanishing or exploding gradients.
The activation function of the final layer is problem-dependent, but is typically taken
to be a linear function for regression applications.
More specifically, in the feedforward neural network presented in this work, each
layer’s output is produced from the previous layer via the layer’s response Fi : RSi−1 →
RSi , where Si are the number of individual neurons in the network at the ith layer.
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Each component of Fi (p) (the output of each layer in the network) is characterized by
an activation function
yi = fi (wi p + bi )

(18)

where fi is the activation function used in the ith hidden layer of the network and wi
and bi are the weight matrix and bias vector of the respective hidden layer. The weights
and biases are learnable parameters which adapt over the course of training to better
approximate the network’s prediction via reference to the simulation output values for
the given input parameters.
The activation function fi chosen for all but the last layer of the network is the
scaled exponential linear unit (SELU) function
(
x
x>0
(19)
selu(x) = λ
αex − α x ≤ 0
with λ ≈ 1.0507 and α ≈ 1.6733 as suggested in [51]. Following standard convention for
regression applications, the output layer activation function is linear.
To optimize this network, the difference between the training data log(Lbol )j
and the network’s prediction is minimized. To minimize the impact of values far away
from the peak luminosity, a modification to the chi-square test statistic diminishes the
impact of dimmer values, while otherwise requiring agreement with the training data.
This modification manifests as the second term in
n

1 X (yj − log(Lbol )j )2
× e−0.2|yj −log(Lbol )max | ,
2
n − d j=1
σj

(20)

where n is the number of samples, d is the dimension of the input vector (in this case
the number of input physical parameters), yj is the light curve prediction at some given
time, log(Lbol )j is the light curve simulation output at the same given time, σj is the
error on the simulation output, and tmax is the peak simulation luminosity value. Note
that in Section 4.1, it was mentioned that the simulation outputs were assumed to have
no error, yet an uncertainty on the training data is introduced in Equation 20. Due to
the nature of the function, an error is required for evaluation; for simplicity, the error
was taken to be a constant value of 10−3 which conveyed the notion that the simulations
were assumed to be accurate while not being so small as to lead to exploding gradients
during the error minimization process.
Continuing from the discussion at the start of the section, the second difference
between the the Gaussian process and the neural network is in how the uncertainty is
calculated by each. With the implementation of dropout in the neural network, a userspecified percentage of inputs from one layer to the next is randomly zeroed. Effectively,
this means that with each pass through the neural network, the contribution of some
random fraction of the training data is negated. By repeatedly sampling from the neural
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network post-training with dropout enabled, the predictions are no longer deterministic
but rather yield a probability distribution whose standard deviation conveys the uncertainty. For the NN, random sampling of 10000 samples with a 3% dropout resulted
in an effective uncertainty measurement while the GP naturally returns the standard
deviation of all the functions which could represent the training data. In this way, the
NN offers an uncertainty value which is useful, but less straightforward to obtain and
explain compared to the GP uncertainty.

4.3

Interpolation Discussion

Interpolation on the initial grid proved difficult due to the lack of diverse parameter
combinations. Initially, to test the interpolator capabilities, a leave-one-out approach
was followed where one event was removed from the initial grid and kept as a test event.
The interpolators were trained on the remaining events. After training, the interpolators
created light curve predictions based on the test event’s parameters and the simulation
output of the test event was compared to the prediction. The interpolations performed
particularly poorly for events where the velocities significantly impacted the profile of
the curves. Since there were only two values per velocity parameter, the interpolators
learned the shape of the other light curve which was not represented by the test event.
Simply put, the interpolators were being forced to extrapolate all velocity values and all
but one mass value (the 0.01 M mass value was between 0.001 M and 0.1 M and
was thus the only value to not be extrapolated).

5

Automated Placement

In order to maximally explore the parameter space and reduce the amount of redundant
information obtained from each new simulation, I pursued an active learning simulation
placement approach. The initial collection of light curves generated using grid-spaced
parameters was used as the training set for the interpolators. Thousands of parameter
combinations were subsequently drawn from uniform distributions with maxima and
minima matching those of the grid search in Table 2. Each of these parameter combinations was evaluated by the interpolators to produce a light curve prediction as well
as an error on the whole light curve output. Eventually, the parameter combination
producing the maximum error across all the tested possibilities was selected for the next
placed simulation. By doing this iteratively, it is ensured that each time a simulation is
placed and added to the training set, the least understood part of parameter space has
some information added to it.
Currently, the interpolations evaluated to identify the largest error-producing
parameters are performed on fixed time points which results in an entire light curve
output evaluated at specific times. This is beneficial for the active learning process as the
volume of data is minimized allowing for computational efficiency, error maximization
is simplified by producing a single error value per light curve, and as seen in Figure 10,
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Figure 8: Bolometric light curves of the placed simulations to-date based on the Gaussian
process prediction error maximization. The spaces between the previously defined upperand mid-luminosity light curves have been thoroughly populated, but the low-luminosity
grouping is still not well represented. Further discussion regarding the simulation placement behavior and statistics can be found in Section 5.4.
the fixed time interpolations produce similar enough results to the light curves which
use time as a training parameter. Although the current simulation placement system
is extremely efficient at placing simulations in the specified subset of the simulation
population, the addition of angle as a training parameter could affect which simulations
are chosen for placement (see Section 7.1 for in-depth discussion).

5.1

Initial Results

Figure 9 shows the interpolator predictions for a set of parameters identified to yield the
largest Gaussian process interpolation error. The Gaussian process, unable to constrain
which distribution of functions fits the training data, presents a mean value with constant
uncertainty as in the prior of Figure 6. The other interpolators, including the neural
network, perform well despite the poor prediction of the Gaussian process. Figure 9 is
an excellent indicator of the neural network being a strong candidate for replacing the
Gaussian process for simulation placement purposes.
The first 10 placed simulations were added to the original set of 36 grid-based
simulations and evaluated by the interpolators to verify their impact on the improvement of the entire training set. One sample plot, Figure 10, is discussed in the main
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text with the remaining plots presented in Appendix B. It is crucial to note that in
these results, each simulation being interpolated was included in the training
set. The purpose of these plots was not to gauge how well unknown data
was interpolated, but rather to verify that the inclusion of new placed simulations would allow interpolation of parameter combinations which, prior to
placement, were not successfully interpolable by the Gaussian process. Each
event was considered in three different ways: i) the original three interpolators using
only ejecta masses and velocities as input parameters, ii) the original three interpolators
using time in addition to the ejecta parameters as inputs, and iii) the neural network
using time in addition to the ejecta parameters as inputs.
Initially, these plots were created to verify that the inclusion of time as a training parameter would not drastically alter the interpolation outputs from those where
time was not considered during training. The timing performance of the original three
interpolators severely decreased when time was added during training (see Section 5.3).
The neural network was considered as an interpolation option which would alleviate this
timing performance issue due to its increased predictive accuracy as data volume grows.
When the outputs of the original three, original three with time, and the neural network
interpolators were confirmed to be generally equal, the only remaining task was to verify
the uncertainties between the GP and NN. The curves and uncertainty bands in Figure
10 were made by drawing 10000 samples of the NN prediction using a dropout percentage of 3%. This particular dropout value was chosen because it effectively removed one
event’s collection of samples from the training set.
Based on the consistency of the outputs in Figure 10 and similar figures in Appendix B, it is obvious that the neural network interpolator is a promising future alternative for simulation placement with a larger training set. However, the smoothing
of more subtle features, like the fluctuations in Figure 10, indicates that the neural
network might need modification to better mimic the outputs of the original three interpolators, both with and without time. Some potential modifications to the neural
network’s performance are discussed in Section 7.

5.2

Training Parameter Extension

The need for the inclusion of time as a training parameter for use of the neural network
interpolator invited the possibility of using other physical parameters during training.
The first logical candidates after time were angle and wavelength, as they were naturally
provided as part of the simulation outputs. In both cases, all the ejecta parameters
identifying the simulations in the training set were used in conjunction with a set of
representative wavelength or angle values. The angles were calculated using


2i
−1
(21)
θ = cos
1−
54
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Figure 9: Example of the interpolator output prior to the placement of a large error
parameter combination. The input parameters are shown in the title and correspond
to dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in
units of M and c. The parameters used to make this plot are the same as in Figure
10, however this is evaluation prior to the inclusion of the simulation output in the
training set. The Gaussian process is unable to interpolate in this region of parameter
space and, much like in Figure 6, it chooses a representative constant mean value with
constant uncertainty. The other interpolators fit the data surprisingly well, giving further
credence to the use of neural networks for future placement (see Sections 5.3 and 7).
where i is the i-th angular bin and all 54 bins are spaced equally in solid angle. For the
purposes of constructing the training set, the angles were averaged between successive
bins (i.e. averaging bins 1 and 2, bins 2 and 3, etc...). This change resulted in a 5dimensional interpolator input of dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, wind
velocity, and angle/wavelength value. The outputs were full log bolometric luminosity
light curves as used for simulation placement.
Figure 11 shows the difference between the angular bins corresponding to 0, 45,
90, 135, and 180 degree viewing angles. The differences in the peak log bolometric
luminosities for the different angular bins indicate that the current approach of angleaveraging the light curves could potentially remove some non-negligible information
regarding the physics of the system and the interpolation error for placement. While no
predictions were made for angle as a training parameter as they currently takes days to
train (see Table 3), Sections 7.1 and 7.2 further discuss the future application of angle
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Figure 10: A comparison of the light curves generated by i) the full light curves evaluated
at fixed time points which are used for simulation placement, ii) the light curves predicted
by the same interpolators with the addition of time as a training parameter, and iii) the
neural network, also using time as a training parameter. The red and grey bands are
the 1σ uncertainty for each time point from the GP and the 1σ standard deviation of
the neural network when evaluated with dropout, respectively.
as a training parameter.
A preliminary analysis of using wavelength as a training parameter is presented
in Figure 12 due to its short training time. The parameter choices are the same as in
Figures 10 and 9 and the outputs are being evaluated at the J-band wavelength of 1220
nm. The large dynamical range of the wavelength training parameter (476 nm for gband to 4493 nm for Spitzer band as shown in Table 1) likely requires more simulations
than were used in this particular example. This requirement explains the gap between
the simulation output and the predictions within the first two days, as well as the failure
to fit the late-time behavior. The jaggedness of the neural network prediction is a clear
indication of insufficient data volume for that specific interpolator.

5.3

Timing Performance

The timing performance on the interpolators is incredibly efficient, with at least one
interpolator training in under a minute for all cases in which only the ejecta parameters
are considered during training. For the fixed time, full light curve interpolation used for
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Figure 11: Light curves for different angular bins corresponding to 0o , 45o , 90o , 135o , and
180o degree viewing angles showcasing the viewing angle dependence for a peanut-shaped
morphology.
simulation placement, the original three interpolators all complete training on the order
of minutes. For the case where only time is used as an additional training parameter,
the neural network completes training in under a minute and predicts comparably to
the multi-hour Gaussian process output as seen in Figure 10 and similar figures.
Although the inclusion of angle as a training parameter was considered for the
performance metrics in Table 3, no outputs are presented as it was deemed unfeasible
considering the length of the training period. As the number of placed simulations
increases and the placement mechanism swaps to using the neural network prediction
error, the performance metrics and outputs using angle during training will be more
seriously considered.

5.4

Current Simulation Placement Status

The results presented above consider only the first 10 placed simulations which were
generated near the end of May 2020. Since then, as of the writing of this thesis, roughly
∼ 150 and counting simulations have been placed using the mechanism described earlier
in this work. Although the training library is not yet primed for use in surrogate model
generation, some initial analysis into the behavior of the placements is beneficial for
evaluating long-term placement patterns.
Figure 13 shows the histogram distributions for each of the ejecta parameters
in the set of placed simulations. It is immediately obvious that the most preferred
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Figure 12: Prediction outputs for the same input parameters as in Figures 10 and 9
with wavelength added as an additional training variable. For this specific example, the
prediction was done for the J-band wavelength at 1220 nm.
parameter values are those located near the maximum and minimum limits for each
parameter (10−1 M and 10−3 M for mass and 0.3c and 0.05c for velocity, respectively).
In examining the parameter combinations for the placed simulations, it is revealed that,
for most placements, only one of the four ejecta parameters is chosen to be very close
to an extremum, while the other three take on less restricted values. Planned future
investigation into this behavior will involve plotting the values of one parameter as a
function of the others and identifying any potential correlations in parameter selection.
Another point of interest is that, over the course of placement, the interpolation
error has stayed fairly constant. This constancy, in conjunction with the preference
for at least one parameter near an extremum, suggests that the placement algorithm is
skirting the parameter space in order to establish concrete interpolation bounds. As the
purpose of the interpolators is to make predictions within the limits of the training set,
the largest error is identified as anything where extrapolation is presently occurring. A
similar technique of prioritizing events near the limits of the parameter space for the
purpose of surrogate model generation is exhibited in Figure 2 of [52]. Presently, the
belief is that after a few hundred placed simulations, the interpolators will have “closed
off” the relevant parameter space and begin populating areas within the bounds, at
which point the interpolation error will begin dropping. Once the error dips below a
threshold found suitable for astrophysically useful predictions, the training library will
be ready for surrogate model interpolation.
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Training Parameters

Interpolators

Ejecta only
GP, RF, BR
Ejecta + Time
GP, RF, BR
Ejecta + Time
NN
Ejecta + Wavelength GP, RF, BR, NN
Ejecta + Angle
GP, RF, BR
Ejecta + Angle
NN

Training Time
Minutes
Hours
Minutes
Minutes
Hours/Days
Minutes

Table 3: Rough performance metrics for the average training time of the original three
interpolators and the neural network with different additional training parameters in
addition to the ejecta.

6

Conclusion

With the long-term goal of astrophysically accurate surrogate model interpolation in
mind, it was obvious that choosing parameters for placed simulations in a grid-like
manner was not feasible. The grid-based simulations were clustered into groups as in
Figures 4 and 5 which indicated that some simulations were offering repetitive information regarding sampling of the parameter space. The implementation of randomly
sampled parameter combinations based on interpolation error maximization allowed for
a mathematically justified mechanism of populating the less understood regions of phase
space.
Perhaps most importantly, the Gaussian process error which served as the metric
for new placed simulations was compared to that of the neural network with 3% dropout.
The two were found to be comparable which, in conjunction with the neural network’s
acceptable accuracy of interpolation, served as a proof of concept that the neural network could be used for placement when the training library grows in size. This will be
especially important when viewing angle is considered as a training parameter at which
point the Gaussian process will take too long to evaluate interpolation prediction errors.
As the simulation placement continues, an analysis of the first ∼ 150 placed
simulations showed that at least one of the parameters in any random error-maximized
parameter combination was near an extremum value. The error for the chosen parameter
combinations was also staying relatively constant and not decreasing. Although initially
surprising, this is believed to stem from the interpolators attempting to skirt the edges of
the parameter space. Once the clear boundaries of the phase space have been identified,
there will be no possibility for extrapolation anymore, and further simulation placements
will result in decreasing prediction error.
Overall, the simulation placement has worked well at exploring the parameter
space in a smarter way compared to parameter selection from a grid. It will be interesting to see the interpolation error evolution as the newly placed simulations box off the
relevant parameter space. Even with the placement mechanism’s success, many improvements and upgrades are possible, namely the shift from using Gaussian process error to
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Figure 13: Histogram distributions for each of the four ejecta parameters for all the
placed simulations, not including the initial grid of simulations. There is clear preference
for using parameter values near the extrema.
neural network error for placement. Section 7 below discusses other potential avenues
of consideration for a maximally general approach to future placement of kilonova light
curve simulations.

7
7.1

Future Work
Viewing Angle as Training Parameter

Figure 11 showed the non-negligible difference in light curve behavior as a function of
viewing angle. Of all the additional parameters provided by the simulation outputs
which could be used as training parameters, angle is potentially one of the most significant for the long-term science return. Radiation emission will become less isotropic as
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less spherically-symmetric ejecta morphologies are considered. For this reason, viewing
angle will become a much more important variable as certain angular bins will convey
information which others may not.
As of right now, for the sake of data consolidation, the output of each simulation
is averaged in angle to reduce the number of light curves per band from 54 to 1. This
averaging obviously removes information which could be pertinent to the error maximization search, especially if there is an unexpected correlation between viewing angle
and interpolability. While time and wavelength were also considered as added training
parameters, their contribution would be more suited for creating physics-informative
models once the training set is properly populated for accurate surrogate model interpolation. With the tools currently available, it is still uncertain which interpolator would
be best suited for the inclusion of angle during training; the Gaussian process takes
slightly under a day to train when angle is included, but the neural network may not
be supplied with enough data to reliably interpolate fixed time light curves given the
training library’s current state.

7.2

Interpolation in Multiple Additional Parameters

While initially created for the purpose of simulation placement through active learning,
the interpolators are capable of training on more than just the four ejecta parameters
as exemplified by the curves in Figure 10. Given that the simulation outputs are divided into angular bins and wavelength bands, there is clear motivation to use these as
additional interpolation parameters. From the perspective of active learning, the most
pressing of these would be angle so as to account for differences in viewing angle during
the light curve error calculation. But, from a theoretical perspective, the inclusion of
time as a training parameter is unmatched as it allows for interpolation between time
points for a deeper understanding of the physics governing the light curve. And finally,
from the viewpoint of an observer, the interpolation between wavelengths is essential to
know what to expect when observing using a non-standard filter.
With this in mind, an attempt was made to incorporate all three of these parameters as training variables to be used solely with the neural network interpolator
as the others would be unable to handle the data volume. Unfortunately, despite this
and the network utilizing graphics processing units (GPUs) for increased computational
power, the millions of inputs proved too overwhelming for the neural network to handle
in its current state. An initial fix would be to re-attempt the training on a machine with
more GPU memory and gauge the training capability there. Another workaround would
involve not including all the time points in the early parts of the light curves where time
sampling is denser. However, the most logical and future-proof solution would involve
revisiting the neural network architecture and making it more suitable for the problem
at hand. The current architecture is that of a feed-forward neural network, but it may
prove more useful to consider a convolutional neural network which can learn spatial
information within the light curve data as a function of angle. The potentially hours- or
days-long training time required when using the entire training set of placed and initial
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grid simulations is of little concern, as the interpolator handling all three parameters
would be not be used for simulation placement. As such, training would be repeated
at longer intervals (perhaps on the order of weeks) as more placed simulations become
available and would only serve to improve the resultant surrogate models.

7.3

Morphology and Composition

As mentioned in Section 5, the wind ejecta morphology and composition were kept fixed
for the simulation placement performed to date. This was initially done in order to
simplify the problem while the tools were still being developed, but for maximum generality and broad consideration of all types of light curves, a new approach is necessary.
Currently, the available morphologies and compositions are treated as separate classes
of events. Ideally, further study of their behavior would allow for the identification of
a continuous representation of these parameters. In doing so, the simulation placement
tool would be generalized to accept all simulations generated within the current parameter space in addition to any new morphologies or compositions which may be considered
at a later time.
In addition, the job submission tools used in the simulation placement process
allow for incorporation of a user-specified composition. This capability allows for custom ejecta composition usage in the interpolations which, in tandem with previous work
[30; 53], could allow for the exploration of light curve dependence on ejecta elemental
composition. Given efficient and computationally inexpensive surrogate model generation, it may be possible to constrain not just the physical parameters, but also the
elemental compositions of the different ejecta components.

7.4

Optimization

The implementation of the active learning process used for placement of simulations
is effective in its current state. With each iteration, new parameter combinations are
evaluated and the ones with the largest error are chosen to be used in the addition of a
new simulation to the training library. However, many components of the interpolation
and error maximization processes are unoptimized at this point.
The most important optimization issue is that the error maximization scheme is
too simple in that it allows for potential overlap of placed simulations. Although the
single scalar error value output by the Gaussian process is convenient, it is likely too
simple a representation of the placed simulation’s contribution to the training library.
Currently, any given iteration can produce a nearly duplicate parameter combination
which can be submitted despite a very similar simulation existing in the training set
(assuming, of course, that this duplicate combination of parameters has the largest
error of all tested parameters). This issue is excusable with simulation placement using
SuperNu due to the available resources allowing a new simulation to be placed and
completed within a matter of hours or days. However, if this approach were to be
applied to more computationally expensive simulations which may take on the order
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of months to complete, a much more complex error maximization technique would be
essential.
It is also worth mentioning that the hyperparameters of the interpolators have not
been optimized as they have been able to interpolate the entire training set on the order of
minutes. While this unoptimized configuration is feasible for the current implementation
of simulation placement, the performance quickly deteriorates as additional training
parameters are included.
Preliminary tests of adding angle as a training parameter create a training set
which requires the Gaussian process nearly a day to train while simultaneously not
containing enough data for optimal neural network prediction. This may be resolved
by investigating the Gaussian process parameters, namely the structure of the kernel,
which could yield faster training time.
The optimal number of trees in a random forest has also not been studied, but
rather set at a large enough number which yielded accurate results. Likewise, the same
holds for the bagging regressor, in addition to the fact that only the decision tree estimator was used in the bagging regressor without consideration for other possibilities,
such as support vector machines, k-nearest neighbors, or some other similar algorithm.
A deeper study of the neural network’s hyperparameters could also allow the
network to train with a smaller training library, although making the network too narrow
by reducing the number of neurons per layer may result in loss of prediction accuracy.
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Light Curve Features and Groupings

During the initial analysis of the initial grid of light curves, some notable features were
identified which contributed to the groupings identified in Section 3.3. Below is a quick
description of how the physical parameters influence the profiles of the light curves. The
key detail to remember is that the scaling relations in Section 2.1 are for a sphericallysymmetric shell of ejecta, whereas the morphologies considered in this work are peanutshaped. As such, order-of-magnitude proportionalities will hold for the relationship
between peak time and mass or velocity, but accurate predictions of peak time are more
complicated due to the different morphology and two-component model structure. As
mentioned before, a detailed discussion on the peak time for non-spherical morphologies
is presented in [31]. The other effect of the two-component model, made apparent in the
figures below, is that the wind ejecta component has a more significant impact on the
shape of the light curves than the dynamical ejecta component.

Figure 14: Initial grid light curves with no parameter constraints as in Figure 4. The
y-axis is still log bolometric luminosity, here shortened to b luminosity.

A.1

Wind Velocity

Starting with a plot of all the initial grid bolometric light curves as in Figure 4 except
with a linear time axis, Figure 14 shows the curve groupings are evident as before.
To better differentiate between the mix of curves, a restriction is made only on the
wind velocity values. From Figure 15, it is apparent that the wind velocities dictate
whether the light curves rise and diminish over a long timescale or peak sharply at higher
luminosity within the first day. Recalling Equation 6 and the fact that tpeak ∝ v − 12 , it
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is expected that the faster-moving ejecta at the top of Figure 15 peaks sooner than the
slower-moving ejecta in the bottom plot.

Figure 15: Initial grid light curves with the constraint that wind velocity = 0.3c for the
top plot and wind velocity = 0.05c for the bottom plot.
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Wind Mass

In order to identify the effects of wind mass on the light curve behavior, the top plot
of Figure 15 is established as the new starting point. Limits on the wind mass, starting
from the most massive at 10−1 M and ending at the lightest 10−3 M indicate that
the wind mass most directly affects the early-time luminosity peak of the light curves as
seen in Figure 16. The plots are arranged such that wind mass = 10−1 M is at the top,
wind mass = 10−2 M is in the middle, and wind mass = 10−3 M is at the bottom.
1
The behavior again follows that of Equation 6, this time with tpeak ∝ M 2 , such that the
higher mass ejecta peaks later than the lower-mass counterparts.
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Figure 16: Initial grid light curves with the constraint that wind velocity = 0.3c and
wind mass = 0.1 M for the top plot, wind mass = 0.01 M for the middle plot, and
wind mass = 0.001 M for the bottom plot.
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Dynamical Mass

Further analysis involving constraining the dynamical mass in the bottom plot of Figure
16 shows that the dynamical mass dictates the luminosity of the light curves at later
times, with higher dynamical mass resulting in brighter emission and vice versa such as in
Figure 17. Again, the higher mass light curves have a much later peak time, although it is
much less apparent in the dynamical mass case compared to the wind mass plots above.
The remaining two light curves are naturally dictated by the remaining unconstrained
variable which is dynamical velocity.
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Figure 17: Initial grid light curves with the constraint that wind velocity = 0.3c, wind
mass = 0.1 M , and dynamical mass = 0.1 M for the top plot, dynamical mass = 0.01
M for the middle plot, and dynamical mass = 0.001 M for the bottom plot.
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Additional Initial Results Plots

Figure 18: Same concept as Figure 10, except with different parameter combinations.
Reminder that the parameters are in the title and represent the dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in units of M and c.
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Figure 19: Same concept as Figure 10, except with different parameter combinations.
Reminder that the parameters are in the title and represent the dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in units of M and c.
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Figure 20: Same concept as Figure 10, except with different parameter combinations.
Reminder that the parameters are in the title and represent the dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in units of M and c.
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Figure 21: Same concept as Figure 10, except with different parameter combinations.
Reminder that the parameters are in the title and represent the dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in units of M and c.
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Figure 22: Same concept as Figure 10, except with different parameter combinations.
Reminder that the parameters are in the title and represent the dynamical mass, dynamical velocity, wind mass, and wind velocity, respectively, in units of M and c.
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